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[1] The Chukchi Sea (CS) circulation reconstructed for September 1990 to October 1991
from sea ice and ocean data is presented and analyzed. The core of the observational
data used in this study comprises the records from 12 moorings deployed in 1990 and
1991 in U.S. and Russian waters and two hydrographic surveys conducted in the region in
the fall of 1990 and 1991. The observations are processed by a two‐step data
assimilation procedure involving the Pan‐Arctic Ice‐Ocean Modeling and Assimilation
System (employing a nudging algorithm for sea ice data assimilation) and the Semi‐
implicit Ocean Model [utilizing a conventional four‐dimensional variational (4D‐var)
assimilation technique]. The reconstructed CS circulation is studied to identify pathways
and assess residence times of Pacific water in the region; quantify the balances of
volume, freshwater, and heat content; and determine the leading dynamical factors
configuring the CS circulation. It is found that in 1990–1991 (high AO index and a
cyclonic circulation regime) Pacific water transiting the CS toward the Canada basin
followed two major pathways, namely via Herald Canyon (Herald branch of circulation,
0.23 Sv) and between Herald Shoal and Cape Lisburne (central branch of circulation and
Alaskan Coastal Current, 0.32 Sv). The annual mean flow through Long Strait was
negligible (0.01 Sv). Typical residence time of Pacific water in the region varied
between 150 days for waters entering the CS in September and 270 days for waters
entering in February/March. Momentum balance analysis reveals that geostrophic
balance between barotropic pressure gradient and Coriolis force dominated for most of
the year. Baroclinic effects were important for circulation only in the regions with large
horizontal salinity gradients associated with the fresh Alaskan and Siberian coastal
currents and the Cape Lisburne and Great Siberian polynyas. In the polynyas, the
baroclinic effects were due to strong salinification and convection processes associated
with sea ice formation.
Citation: Panteleev, G., D. A. Nechaev, A. Proshutinsky, R. Woodgate, and J. Zhang (2010), Reconstruction and analysis of the
Chukchi Sea circulation in 1990–1991, J. Geophys. Res., 115, C08023, doi:10.1029/2009JC005453.

1. Introduction
[2] Water circulation in the shallow (mean depth is
approximately 50 m) Chukchi Sea (hereafter CS) (Figure 1)
is regulated externally by sea level gradient between the
Pacific and Atlantic oceans and by wind [e.g., Shtokman,
1957; Coachman and Aagaard, 1966]. The estimates of
this sea level gradient vary from 1.0 × 10−6 [Shtokman, 1957;
Gudkovich, 1961; Coachman et al., 1975; Coachman and
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Aagaard, 1966] to 1.3 × 10−6, [Proshutinsky, 1986]. It is
generally hypothesized that this gradient is of steric origin
[Coachman et al., 1975; Stigebrandt, 1984] due to different
evaporation and precipitation rates in the Pacific Ocean
(precipitation prevails over evaporation, and sea level is
elevated) and the Atlantic Ocean (evaporation dominates
precipitation and sea level is reduced). This sea level gradient
is speculated to drive the mean northward flow of approximately 0.8–1.0 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3 s−1) from the Pacific Ocean
through Bering Strait across the CS toward the Atlantic
Ocean. Wind significantly modifies the Bering Strait inflow
at time scales from synoptic to interannual, sometimes
blocking it completely or even reversing it [see Proshutinsky,
1986; Aagaard et al., 1985; Roach et al., 1995; Woodgate et
al., 2005a, and discussion therein]. This basic understanding
of the CS circulation dynamics has been improved since
earlier studies of the 1950s and 1970s [Shtokman, 1957;
Gudkovich, 1961, 1962; Coachman et al., 1975] by both
observational [Weingartner et al., 2005; Aagaard et al.,
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Figure 1. Bottom topography in the Chukchi Sea. 1990–1991 mooring locations are depicted as circles
with crosses. Sections with CTD stations are shown as dots. Notations MA1–MA3, MC1–MC4, MC6,
ME2, MF1, MF2, and MK1 designate the corresponding moorings [see Woodgate et al., 2005a]. (1)–
(5) depict sections crossing the Bering Strait, Long Strait, Herald Canyon, Herald Shoal‐Cape Lisburne,
Herald Shoal‐Hanna Shoal, and Hanna Shoal‐Icy Cape, respectively. The thick gray line outlines the
domain of the SIOM. Gray numbers designate three subdomains where the particle study was carried out.
1985; Woodgate et al., 2005a] and modeling studies
[Proshutinsky, 1986; Overland and Roach, 1987; Spaulding
et al., 1987; Nihoul et al., 1993; Proshutinsky et al., 1995;
Winsor and Chapman, 2004; Spall, 2007]. There are also
other physical factors that influence the CS circulation. The
bottom topography is likely responsible for the existence of
the three branches of Pacific water transiting the CS region,
namely, Alaskan Coastal Current, Central, and Herald outflows [Coachman et al., 1975; Coachman and Aagaard,
1966; Weingartner et al., 1998; Woodgate et al., 2005a]
with synoptic and seasonal variability being regulated by the
wind and sea ice conditions. The sea ice could be considered
as both an external (when it is advected into the region from
the Bering Sea, Beaufort, or the East Siberian Sea) and/or
internal system parameter (when it is generated in the CS
during winter). Land‐fast ice is a good example of how this
internal parameter may influence the CS circulation by inhibiting transfer of wind stress at the ocean surface and
generating upwelling or downwelling along the land‐fast ice
edge [Carmack and Chapman, 2003]. On the other hand, the
local sea ice is influenced significantly by the inflow from
the Bering Sea because the Bering seawater brings heat that
in the annual average is enough to melt approximately 30 cm
of the entire arctic winter sea ice area [Fedorova and
Yankina, 1963]. Another example of the potential importance of Bering seawater heat advected to the CS was demonstrated by Woodgate et al. [2006], who showed that the

increase alone of Bering Strait heat input between 2001 and
2004 could have melted 640,000 km2 of 1 m thick ice. The
Pacific water inflow also brings a significant amount of
freshwater to the Arctic Ocean because these waters are less
saline (∼32.5) [Woodgate et al., 2005b] than the mean Arctic
Ocean water salinity (34.8) [Aagaard and Carmack, 1989].
The freshwater flux (calculated relative to water salinity
34.8) to the Arctic Ocean via the Bering Strait is approximately 2500 km3 yr−1, and is comparable with the annual
river runoff to the Arctic Ocean [Woodgate and Aagaard,
2005b; Serreze et al., 2006].
[3] In addition to the water exchange with the Pacific
Ocean, the CS interacts with the East Siberian Sea via Long
Strait. The dynamics of these interactions is not well
observed. Nikiforov and Shpayher [1980] based on the
analysis of geochemical tracers (silicate, oxygen, salinity)
have shown that the water exchange between the East Siberian Sea and CS via Long Strait depends on the atmospheric circulation regime. During an anticyclonic regime,
Pacific water under the influence of wind forcing is able to
occupy significant areas of the East Siberian Sea. In the
years of a cyclonic regime, wind blocks the flow of Pacific
waters to the East Siberian Sea and a flow from the East
Siberian Sea to the CS has to be observed.
[4] Arctic navigation manuals and reference books [e.g.,
Pavlov et al., 1996; Proshutinsky et al., 1995] describe a
flow called the Siberian Coastal Current (SCC), which enters
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the CS via Long Strait and turns offshore at approximately
175°W. Before the late 1990s, this current had never been
measured or observed instrumentally, and knowledge of its
existence was based only on some observations made by
Sverdrup [1929] and observations of the eastward sea ice
drift made from coastal stations. Traditionally, it was assumed
that SCC was forced by buoyancy flux originating from
Siberian river runoff (Kolyma and Lena rivers). Recently,
however, Weingartner et al. [1999] and Münchow et al.
[1999] observed several events when the SCC flowed westward under the forcing of unusual southwestward winds.
This agrees with modeling studies that show that some
Pacific water penetrates into the East Siberian Sea under
certain forcing conditions [see Proshutinsky, 1986; Winsor
and Chapman, 2004].
[5] The number of oceanographic observations in the CS
has increased dramatically during the last two decades. The
observations comprise conventional water temperature and
salinity (hereafter T&S) data and a large number of high‐
quality velocity time series from moorings, mooring‐based
and ship‐based acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCPs),
and surface drifter data. Most of these data sets have been
analyzed separately in a number of publications that clarified different aspects of the CS dynamics. For example,
velocity measurements in the Bering Strait have been conducted almost continuously since the beginning of the
1990s, providing estimates of water exchange between the
Pacific and Arctic oceans [Woodgate et al., 2005b, 2006].
Münchow et al. [1999] analyzed ADCP and drifter data
collected in the western part of the CS and unexpectedly
revealed a persistent westward flow along the Siberian coast
in August–October 1995.
[6] The most comprehensive observational program in the
CS was conducted in 1990–1991. The observational data set
included 12 moorings deployed both in U.S. and Russian
waters and two hydrographic surveys in the fall of 1990 and
1991. Woodgate et al. [2005a] based on water temperature,
salinity, and velocity observations collected in 1990–1991
have investigated variability of the CS circulation at different time scales. Some results of this work will be discussed in this paper in comparison with our modeling
results.
[7] The major goal of the current paper is to reconstruct
the CS circulation by combining observational data with
numerical modeling and employing the four‐dimensional
variational (4D‐var) data assimilation technique. This
method [e.g., Le Dimet and Talagrand, 1986] provides an
efficient way of reconstructing circulation in any particular
region via an optimization of both the open boundary conditions and the model solution with respect to the available
observational data. Over the two last decades, this method
has proved to be a useful and efficient tool for the study of
ocean circulation [e.g., Wunsch, 1996; Stammer et al., 2002;
Awaji et al., 2003]. This approach closes the gap between
circulation studies relying heavily on observations (such
as the dynamical method, water mass analysis, and diagnostic modeling) and methods based on dynamical constraints alone (such as model simulations). The principal
advantage of this approach is its ability to take into account
practically all kinds of observational data together with the
corresponding statistical information such as estimates of
the data error variance. There are also several problems that
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complicate the application of 4D‐var data assimilation in
practice. The major problem is related to the significant gaps
in the spatial and temporal ocean data coverage. The ocean,
especially in the polar regions, is highly undersampled if the
number of available observations is compared to the number
of degrees of freedom of a realistic ocean circulation model.
Another common problem of 4D‐var data assimilation
methods stems from the strong nonlinearity of oceanic and,
in particular, sea ice processes that are taken into account in
the oceanic and sea ice models. Such nonlinearity reduces
the time interval of applicability of the tangent linear and
adjoint models involved in the 4D‐var technique and may
significantly slow down convergence of the minimization
algorithm required by the 4D‐var approach.
[8] In the current study, we utilize a two‐step data
assimilation technique involving nudging type assimilation
of the sea ice data and 4D‐var assimilation of oceanic
observations in order to resolve the problems identified
above. The numerical models, statistical hypotheses, and
specific details of the data and data assimilation procedures
are outlined in section 2. In section 3, the major results of the
reconstruction of the CS circulation are presented. Summary
and conclusions are provided in section 4.

2. Models and Data Assimilation Algorithms
[9] The CS is covered by sea ice almost 8 months a year.
Ideally, the data assimilation procedure should take into
account ice‐ocean interactions and the data assimilation
algorithm should be designed for a sea ice‐ocean coupled
model system. Development of a 4D‐var data assimilation
procedure for such a coupled ice‐ocean system is not
straightforward. Strong nonlinearity of the sea ice dynamics
complicates development of a stable adjoint model and results in low controllability of the sea ice model. Effectively,
dynamical complexity of this coupled ice‐ocean system may
limit applicability of 4D‐var data assimilation methods for
long time period integration intervals. Thus, to avoid such
technical problems, we use a set of simplified suboptimal
data assimilation methods described below.
2.1. Pan‐Arctic Ice‐Ocean Modeling and Assimilation
System
[10] The sea ice data are assimilated by the Pan‐Arctic Ice‐
Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System (PIOMAS) developed at the Polar Science Center, University of Washington
[see Zhang and Rothrock, 2001, 2003, 2005]. The PIOMAS
is a coupled parallel ocean and sea ice model with capabilities of assimilating sea ice concentration. It consists of
the thickness and enthalpy distribution (TED) sea ice model
developed by Zhang and Rothrock [2001, 2003] and the
Parallel Ocean Program (POP) developed at the Los Alamos
National Laboratory. The TED sea ice model is a dynamic
thermodynamic model that also explicitly simulates sea ice
ridging. It has 12 categories, each for ice thickness, ice
enthalpy, and snow. The model employs a teardrop viscous‐
plastic ice rheology that determines the relationship between
ice internal stress and ice deformation [see Zhang and
Rothrock, 2005], a mechanical redistribution function that
determines ice ridging [see Thorndike et al., 1975; Rothrock,
1979; Hibler, 1980] and an efficient numerical method to
solve the ice motion equation [Zhang and Hibler, 1997].
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Assimilation of sea ice concentration data from satellites
in PIOMAS is based on an assimilation procedure [Lindsay
and Zhang, 2006] that “nudges” the model estimate of ice
concentration toward the observed concentration in a manner that emphasizes the ice extent and minimizes the effect
of observational errors in the interior of the ice pack. This
is a relatively simple yet effective assimilation scheme that
is computationally affordable for long‐term integrations and
experiments. In addition to improving the simulated ice edge,
comparisons to observed ice thickness measurements in the
Arctic indicate that the assimilation of ice data also improves
the simulated ice motion and thickness.
2.2. Semi‐Implicit Ocean Model
[11] Oceanographic observations are assimilated into the
Semi‐implicit Ocean Model (SIOM) data assimilation system. SIOM is a modification of the C grid, z coordinate
OGCM (Ocean Global Circulation Model) developed in
Laboratoire d’Oceanographie Dynamique et de Climatologie [Madec et al., 1999]. This model was designed specifically for the implementation of 4D‐var methods into
regional models controlled by fluxes at the open model
boundaries and sea surface. The model is semi‐implicit both
for barotropic and baroclinic modes, permitting simulations
with relatively large time steps of approximately 0.1 day
[Nechaev et al., 2005; Panteleev et al., 2006a, 2006b]. The
tangent linear model was obtained by direct differentiation
of the forward model code. The adjoint code of the model
was built analytically by transposition of the operator of the
tangent linear model, linearized in the vicinity of the given
solution of the forward model [Wunsch, 1996]. The details
of the SIOM numerical scheme can be found in the work of
Nechaev et al. [2005].
2.3. Model Configurations and Assimilating System
Coupling
[12] The PIOMAS is configured to cover the region north
of 43°N with a mean horizontal resolution of approximately
22 km. The model is one‐way nested to a Global Ice‐Ocean
Modeling and Assimilation System, which consists of similar sea ice and ocean models [Zhang, 2005]. The SIOM was
configured for the domain shown in Figure 1. The choice of
the domain boundary is dictated by mooring locations; we
avoided regions with insufficient data coverage (for example, along the continental slope). The SIOM’s grid has a
horizontal resolution of 10 km with 15 unequally spaced
vertical levels ranging between 2.5 m near surface and 10–
20 m near the oceanic bottom. The time step of the model is
2.4 h. The original version of SIOM does not have a sea ice
model but is able to assimilate the momentum, heat, and salt
fluxes between ice and ocean. We use this possibility in
implementation of a two‐step data assimilation algorithm to
avoid problems associated with the strong nonlinearity of
sea ice dynamics discussed above.
[13] At the first step of the algorithm, we run PIOMAS for
the entire Arctic Ocean domain, and PIOMAS assimilates
sea ice concentration data and simulates sea ice and water
dynamics. At the second step, the SIOM assimilates external
forcing provided by PIOMAS output over the SIOM domain
(surface heat, salt, and momentum fluxes) and all available
hydrographic data (water temperature, salinity, velocity)
employing a conventional 4D‐var data assimilation proce-
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dure that ensures dynamical consistency of the ocean model
solution [Nechaev et al., 2005; Panteleev et al., 2006a,
2006b]. To reduce the number of “unknowns” in the 4D‐var
data assimilation procedure, the time variability of the SIOM
forcing fields and the functions specifying the open boundary conditions is approximated by piecewise linear continuous functions of time on 3 day intervals. The final product
of the data assimilation system includes reconstructed patterns of circulation and water T&S fields stored at the end of
every seventh day of the SIOM integration.
2.4. Data and Data Sources
[14] Several types of data are needed for the reconstruction
of circulation: (a) in situ observations to be assimilated by the
PIOMAS‐SIOM system, (b) atmospheric and boundary data
to force PIOMAS and SIOM models, and (c) climatological
information required to regularize the data assimilation
problem by filling the gaps in the in situ observations.
[15] In addition, the reconstruction procedure needs
specification of error statistics for all assimilated data. The
errors in the independent observations are characterized by
the data error variances and assumed to be uncorrelated. It is
important to note that the data error variances utilized in the
data assimilation procedure are not only related to the
instrumental errors during observations. The required error
estimates also depend on the preprocessing procedures (e.g.,
time filtering or interpolation) and/or discrepancies between
the observed and modeled temporal and spatial scales of the
circulation.
2.4.1. In Situ Data
[16] These data include direct observations of oceanic and
sea ice conditions in 1990–1991. A set of 12 moorings, each
carrying an Aanderaa Recording Current Meter (RCM) and
a Seabird SeaCat (SBE) approximately 10 m above the
seafloor, was deployed in the CS in September 1990 and
measured oceanic parameters (ocean currents, water temperature, and salinity) until September 1991 (Figure 1). A
detailed description of the observational data and data processing procedures can be found in Woodgate et al. [2005c].
In order to remove high‐frequency variability for our analysis, the observed time series were filtered with a 5 day
cutoff low‐pass Butterworth filter. The estimated velocity
and T&S variances range (depending on region) within 3.0–
7.0 cm s−1, 0.1°C–0.3°C, and 0.05–0.1 salinity units,
respectively.
[17] The T&S data from 153 CTD profiles (hydrographic
surveys of RV “Khromov” and “Surveyor” in September–
October 1990, Figure 1) were used by SIOM to assimilate
observed vertical water temperature and salinity distributions
at the closest to observational sites model grid points. These
data were also used as the first guess initial T&S conditions
for SIOM initialization. For this purpose, the data were
optimally interpolated onto the SIOM grid. The estimated
T&S variances vary from region to region within limits of
0.1°C–0.3°C and 0.05–0.10 salinity units, respectively.
2.4.2. Forcing Data
[18] Near surface wind fields, heat and salt fluxes data for
assimilation procedures are taken from National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis (www.cdc.
noaa.gov/cdc/data.ncep.reanalysis.derived.html).
[19] These data were found to be very smooth for the CS
region. The error analysis of the NCEP/National Center for
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Luchin) of the Far Eastern Branch of Russian Academy of
Science. This data base includes bottle, mechanical bathythermograph, high‐resolution CTD, and expendable bathythermograph data collected in the CS by U.S., Japanese, and
Russian expeditions between 1990 and 2005. Mean monthly
gridded T&S fields for the CS were obtained by linear
interpolation of observational data into the SIOM model grid.
These data are used as climatology for the CS for the 4D‐var
analysis. The estimated T&S variances change spatially and
temporarily within 0.2°C–0.8°C and 0.1–0.3 salinity units,
respectively.

Figure 2. Mean relative velocity error in the optimized
SIOM solution. Dashed line, error in the solution obtained
by assimilating ocean velocity and T/S data and using the
NCEP/NCAR surface fluxes; solid thick line, error in the
solution obtained by assimilating ocean velocity and T&S
data and using the surface fluxes derived from the sea ice
assimilating PIOMAS run; solid thin line, error in the case
of assimilating only velocity data and surface momentum
fluxes derived from the sea ice assimilating PIOMAS run
into barotropic SIOM.

2.5. Tests of Model Applicability
[23] In order to assess the applicability of the approach
described above, we performed two numerical experiments.
First, we reconstructed circulation in the CS for the period of
3 months starting from 28 September 1990 and assimilated
the ocean and meteorological data described above. The
data were assimilated directly into SIOM employing the
4D‐var data assimilation procedure but using NCEP surface
forcing. In the second experiment, we reconstructed circulation in the same region by (1) assimilating sea ice data into
PIOMAS and (2) assimilating PIOMAS output and ocean
data into the SIOM. Errors ("u) showing results of these
experiments were evaluated as follows:
"u ¼

Atmospheric Research (NCAR) data was performed by
Ladd and Bond [2002] for the North Pacific Ocean and for
the Bering Sea, and we assume that for the CS the NCEP/
NCAR error variances can be similar or even larger than for
the Bering Sea because of sparse observations in this region.
In this situation, to allow for the adjustment of the spatial
details in the model forcing, we used wind stress, heat, and
salt flux data with relatively high error variances (up to 40%
of their spatial and temporal variability in the CS). Meteorological data were filtered with the 5‐day cutoff filter in
order to remove high‐frequency variability and make the
data consistent with the mooring velocity data.
[20] NCEP/NCAR daily sea surface temperature (SST)
data were linearly interpolated onto the model grid and filtered with the 5‐day cutoff filter similar to the procedure
described above. A comparison of the NCAR/NCEP SSTs
and in situ historical surface temperature observations (see
description below) in the CS revealed significant differences
with a maximum error of 5°C–6°C in Kotzebue Sound in
late summer. Thus, the SST data were used with a very large
error variance of 0.5°C–5.0°C, with the smallest error variance values being applied in the northern part of the CS.
[21] The sea ice parameters assimilated by PIOMAS for
the entire Arctic Ocean model domain included the Special
Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSMI) ice concentration obtained from the Hadley Center (http://hadobs.metoffice.com/
hadisst/). In order to validate PIOMAS results, raw buoy
displacement data from the International Arctic Buoy Program (IABP) and satellite‐derived ice velocities based on
images from the SSMI, available from the National Snow
and Ice Data Center (NSIDC), were used as well.
2.4.3. Climatological Information
[22] The climatological information about the CS hydrography was derived from a data base (courtesy of Vladimir

X

jum  ud j2 =

X

jud j2

1=2

;

ð1Þ

where ud is observed velocity vector from observations at
mooring and um is its model counterpart from model results.
Summation was performed over all velocity data.
[24] The relative velocity errors in the two control experiments (Figure 2) do not differ significantly for the first
2 months of the reconstruction. Note that these first 2 months
were characterized by ice‐free conditions in the region under
consideration.
[25] Also, the model solutions forced with NCEP/NCAR
and PIOMAS surface stresses are close to each other
because the PIOMAS was also forced by the NCEP/NCAR
atmospheric fluxes, and during the periods of low sea ice
concentration, the PIOMAS did not modify these fluxes.
However, starting at the end of November 1990 (50th day of
integration), the solutions of the two control experiments
diverge. During this period, the relative error, "u for the
experiment with NCEP/NCAR atmospheric forcing increases up to 0.60–0.75, while in the case of PIOMAS
forcing, this error is smaller, i.e., 0.50. These results demonstrate that the assimilation of PIOMAS‐derived forcing
into SIOM improves reconstructed results and confirms
applicability of the proposed data assimilation procedure for
the CS region.
[26] For computational reasons, we did not extend the
comparison over a larger period but instead focused our
efforts on reconstructing the circulation in the CS during a
1 year period using the data assimilation approach described
above. The data assimilation started on 28 September 1990.
The optimized control vector of the SIOM included initial, open boundary, and surface boundary conditions for
momentum and heat/salt fluxes. In order to make the minimization problem computationally feasible, all functions
prescribing open boundary and surface conditions were
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Figure 3. Reconstructed (gray) and observed (dashed) (left) temperature and (right) salinity at moorings
MA3, MC3, and ME2, respectively.

approximated in time by piecewise linear continuous functions on 3 day intervals. The resulting control vector includes
2,660,158 elements. In order to accelerate the minimization
procedure, we optimized the SIOM solution for a period of
one year through the solution of several consecutive minimizations for periods of 2–4 months. These periods of
“small” minimization problems partly overlapped with each
other. For the first period, we optimized both initial and
boundary conditions. Starting from the second small period,
only boundary and surface conditions were adjusted, ensuring the continuity of the SIOM solution on the entire time
period. Finally, the optimization of the control vector on the
whole reconstruction period was conducted. The time averaged relative model data velocity error of the reconstructed
circulation is approximately "u = 0.32, with minimum
(maximum) values of 0.10 (0.60).
[27] In order to estimate the roles of baroclinic factors in
the CS circulation, we have conducted one additional test
experiment with a barotropic SIOM employing assimilation
of the data relevant to the barotropic calculations (the
velocity data). Interestingly, the disagreement between
observed and reconstructed velocities in the baroctropic
model case was smaller (see Figure 2). The mean model data
error became 0.25 instead of 0.30 for the baroclinic test with
PIOMAS forcing. We think that this is because in the bar-

oclinic case the dimension of the minimization problem and
its nonlinearity are significantly larger than in the barotropic
model, while T&S data impose additional constraints. We
also found that in the barotropic case the circulation differs
from the baroclinic case in several regions. For example, in
the Long Strait the barotropic solution does not reproduce
the Siberian Coastal Current. The barotropic water transports through domain open boundaries differ from the water
transports reproduced by the baroclinic SIOM.
[28] This test indicates that an analysis of the CS circulation based on a barotropic model can result in some
deficiencies in water circulation in this region.

3. Reconstruction Results
[29] There are three clear periods with different behavior
of the model data T&S differences (Figure 3). The first
period extends for an initial 100 days of the reconstruction.
During this period, both model T&S are in almost perfect
agreement with observations. As it is described above, there
were more than 150 CTD stations during this initial period
(Figure 1). The significant volume of CTD and velocity data
allows for accurate reconstruction of initial and boundary
conditions. Also note that the strong topographic steering
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provides additional regularization of the ill‐conditioned
minimization problem.
[30] The second period is between 100 and 200–250 days
when model temperature perfectly agrees with the data,
while model salinity slightly (0.1–0.2) deviates from
observation. We speculate that during this period SIOM
gradually “forgets” initial information from CTD surveys,
while information from the moorings is not sufficient to
control all degrees of freedom in the SIOM solution. Note
that the difference between the reconstructed and observed
salinity is greater on the southern mooring MA3, where the
influence of the initial CTD information should be negligible due to northward flow in the Bering Strait. The reconstructed temperature is still in perfect agreement with the
data, likely because strong mixing and cooling of water
during winter makes the vertical temperature profile more
predictable than the vertical salinity structure and reduces
the effective number of degrees of freedom in the SIOM
solution.
[31] During the third period (starting at day 200 and up to
the end of the reconstruction), the reconstructed T&S are
only in moderate agreement with the data from moorings.
Note however that there is a complete lack of in situ T&S
observations in the upper layer at this time, where ice
melting causes freshening of the surface waters. We conducted several numerical experiments and found that
assimilation of the background climatologic data is important for obtaining realistic T&S distribution during this
period. The problem is likely related to the one‐way coupling with the PIOMAS as an alternative to using the fully
coupled ice‐ocean model and its adjoint for variational data
assimilation. So relatively large‐scale fluxes at the ice‐sea
interface provided by PIOMAS cannot be tuned by SIOM to
reproduce spring ice melting realistically without assimilation of additional data.
3.1. Circulation Patterns
[32] Our results show that variability of the CS circulation
mainly depends on wind regime (Figure 4). This is in good
agreement with all previous studies of the CS dynamics
cited above.
[33] The October circulation pattern in the southern part of
the CS revealed very strong eastward Siberian Coastal
Current (SCC) (0.2–0.3 Sv) along the Siberian coast that
entered the CS through Long Strait and almost reached
Bering Strait. The Bering Strait inflow of Pacific water was
moderate (0.5–0.6 Sv). Interestingly, at the same time, the
major outflow from the CS was through the Herald Canyon
(0.7 Sv), while Arctic water actually entered through the
Barrow Canyon and along the eastern flank of Herald Shoal.
Such influx has been observed in other years as well (see
discussion by Woodgate et al. [2005c]). Inflow to the CS via
these routes could be explained by strong southwestward
winds of 5–8 m/s (Figure 5).
[34] In November, monthly mean southward winds in the
southern and eastern parts of the region under investigation
decreased by 2–3 m/s. Since local winds usually oppose the
Bering Strait inflow [e.g., Shtokman, 1957; Coachman and
Aagaard, 1966], the reconstructed northward transport
through Bering Strait in November increased to 0.9–1.0 Sv
(compared with 0.5–0.6 Sv in October), and 90% of outflow
was between the Herald and Hanna shoals. In addition to the
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Bering Strait inflow, there was an inflow of 0.1 Sv through
the southern part of Long Strait and inflow of 0.3 Sv
through the western part of the Herald Canyon. The reconstructed circulation pattern was very close to the traditional schematics of the CS circulation [e.g., Coachman et
al., 1975; Proshutinsky, 1986; Weingartner et al., 1999;
Woodgate et al., 2005a].
[35] In December, the winds in the western part of the CS
were very weak. There was a complete reversal of the SCC,
and its major direction was westward. Therefore, in
December, Pacific water inflowing through the Bering Strait
flowed out almost equally through Long Strait, Herald
Canyon, and between the Herald and Hanna shoals (Central
Channel). This is a situation that has been reproduced by
many numerical models testing the case when the CS circulation is driven primarily by the sea level gradient
between the Pacific and Atlantic oceans (see Figure 1)
[Proshutinsky, 1986; Spaulding et al., 1987].
[36] In January and February, the wind speed increased
and direction was mainly southeastward. This wind regime
was again accompanied by the reversal of the SCC current
direction. The SCC had a mostly eastward flow in Long
Strait, adding East Siberian water to the CS. The strong
southward winds near the Bering Strait significantly reduced
the northward Bering Strait water transport in January and
then almost stopped this flow or even reversed it to flow
southward in February.
[37] In March and April, the southward winds decreased
and the circulation pattern became similar to that which was
observed in December, i.e., a strong current (0.6–0.8 Sv)
through Bering Strait that outflows through Long Strait,
Herald Canyon, and the Central Channel.
[38] In May–July, winds over the region were from the
northeast and very weak. The mean reconstructed transport
through the Bering Strait during this period ranged between
0.4 Sv and 0.6 Sv. The entering water outflowed through the
Herald and Barrow canyons and Central Channel, while
currents in Long Strait were very weak with a total net
transport being westward and less than 0.1 Sv. This circulation pattern is close to the no‐wind case described by
Winsor and Chapman [2004].
[39] In August 1991, the winds slightly accelerated,
reaching a southward mean speed of 1.5 m s−1. It is interesting that despite an increase of southward mean wind, the
Bering Strait transport slightly increased up to 0.6 Sv. That
contravenes the traditional view of the strong correlation
between local winds and variability of the Bering Strait
transport. Analysis of Figure 4 from Woodgate et al. [2005a]
shows that at the end of July 1990 and in the middle of
August 1990, wind velocity correlation significantly
(approximately by 20–30 cm s−1) underestimates the real
northward current at the MA3 mooring. This is probably an
indication that, particularly when the wind is weak, other
processes may influence variability of the strength of the
throughflow in the Bering Strait. The analysis of the
momentum balance presented below shows a significant
impact of the baroclinic forcing during the summer period
caused by sea ice melting and freshwater discharge. It is also
possible that changes in the sea level differences between
the Pacific and Atlantic oceans caused by nonlocal forcing
may be responsible for this phenomenon.
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Figure 4. Reconstructed monthly mean stream function (in Sv) in the CS from October 1990 to 1991. Bottom topography
is shown by white contours in meters.
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Figure 5. NCEP/NCAR monthly 10 m wind in the CS from October 1990 to 1991.
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Figure 6. (a, b) Reconstructed T&S for 25–30 September 1991 and (c, d) observed T&S from the Long
Strait section taken on 1–6 October 1991. Thick line in the left shows the bottom topography.
[40] In September 1991, winds became even stronger and
turned again to the southwestward. There was a moderate
similarity between winds during September 1991 and in
October 1990 (Figure 5). As a result, the circulation in
October 1990 and September 1991 were also similar and
revealed a weak inflow through the Barrow Canyon, weak
flow through the Central Channel, intensive outflow through
the Herald Canyon, and a cyclonic circulation northwest
from the Bering Strait (67.5°N, 190°E).
[41] The only difference between September and October
circulations is in Long Strait (see Figure 4, September),
where the westward current along the Siberian coast is well
pronounced. That is probably due to the stronger westward
component of the wind in September 1991. The reconstructed net currents in Long Strait were westward (i.e.,
opposite of the traditional eastward SCC direction) for
almost 7 months (March–September 1991). In spring, the
westward transport was very strong and reached up to 0.3 Sv.
The persistent westward flow along the Siberian coast should
bring saline and relatively fresh Pacific water to Long Strait
and into the East Siberian Sea. These results for the winter
period have many uncertainties because in winter the significant area of the East Siberian Sea is covered by the land‐
fast ice that usually occupies the region bounded by the
Siberian coast and the 25 m isobath. The land‐fast ice blocks
the wind’s influence on the ocean surface and in the real
world the water circulation under the fast ice is sluggish and
changes under tidal forcing or due to changes in atmospheric
pressure (inverted barometer effect, see experiments of
Proshutinsky et al. [2007]) and due to long waves associated
with wind action beyond regions occupied by land‐fast ice.
Pavlov et al. [1996] show that at least half of the Long Strait
area (between the coast and Wrangel Island) along the coast
(where the SCC is usually located) is covered by fast ice in
winter while the second half of this area is covered by
drifting ice and can be influenced by wind stresses via sea ice
motion. This makes propagation of the Pacific water westward even easier because it is supported by the wind forcing
and sea level gradient forcing discussed above. In addition,
the propagation of Pacific water westward in winter can be
explained by SCC reduction due to a significant seasonal
decrease of Siberian river runoff which feeds the SCC, as
discussed above.

[42] Water velocity and T&S observations from mooring
ME2 are the only data available in Long Strait. This
mooring was deployed on the north side of the channel and
thus did not sample the southward flowing SCC, which is
likely topographically constrained to the south side of the
channel. Our results show that ME2 velocity data do not
represent well the flow in Long Strait [see also Woodgate
et al., 2005a]. Instead, our simulations show several events
with eastward current along the southern flank of Wrangel
Island and westward flow along the Siberian coast and vice
versa. This means that it is important not to use ME2 data
to constrain the entire flow through Long Strait but instead
to use information from other moorings to elucidate Long
Strait flow via constraints of volume, heat, and salt conservation imposed on the SIOM solution.
[43] Figures 6a and 6b show that for 25–30 September
1991, the warm (0.8°C) and saline (30.0) water occupied the
Long Strait cross section near the Siberian coast and colder
(−0.2°C) and slightly fresher (with salinity 29.0) water was
located near Wrangel Island. This pattern is completely
opposite to the T&S distribution observed 1–6 October 1991
[Weingartner et al., 1999], when the eastward SCC was well
developed, cold (−1.25°C) and fresh (salinity, 26.5) water
was near the Siberian Shelf, while saline (29.5–30.30) and
warm (−0.75°C) water was near Wrangel Island (see Figure 5
in Weingartner et al. [1999]).
[44] The T&S observed 1–6 October 1991 across Long
Strait (Figures 6c and 6d) were not assimilated into the
model and can be used to estimate the skills of our data
assimilation system. Note that there is only one mooring
near Wrangel Island that (as discussed above) provides us
with observations of velocity and T&S approximately 10 m
above the bottom (Figure 1). Despite the lack of data in the
surface layers and near the Siberian coast, our reconstruction
represents the temperature and salinity patterns of the CTD
survey with reasonable accuracy. For example, in the bottom layer, the −1.6°C isotherm and the 33.5 isohaline of the
model closely resemble the observations (Figure 6). Even in
the surface layer, the location of the 29 and 30 isohalines are
also very similar in the observed and reconstructed fields.
[45] The observed surface temperature is colder and contains more small‐scale features than the reconstructed temperature. But it is hard to expect the correct reconstruction
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changes of wind forcing. These currents were reconstructed
even though our model domain is significantly smaller than
the region modeled by Spall [2007], likely as the topographic control is very strong. We are confident that the
reconstructed strong inflow along the eastern flank of the
Hanna Shoal is a result of assimilation of velocity data from
moorings and dynamical constraints by the model equations.
The strong inflow arises when we observe strong northward
current at mooring MK1 in the Barrow Canyon outflow and
weak currents at mooring MC6, a proxy for the Alaskan
Coastal Current input to the Barrow Canyon.

Figure 7. Time series of reconstructed volume transports
in the (a) Bering Strait, (b) Long Strait, (c) Herald Channel,
and (d) between Herald Shoal and Cape Lisburne. Solid
lines represent 30 day cutoff low‐pass filtered transports;
dashed lines show unfiltered raw data.
of all these features without any real surface observations
in the region. Note also that the typical two‐layer structure
of the hydrographic fields during the summer hinders the
propagation of information from the bottom layer to the
surface, and the reconstruction of the surface temperature
and salinity completely depends on surface heat and salt
fluxes and the skill of the vertical mixing parameterization.
Both of these factors are far from ideal.
[46] The similar absence of the eastward SCC current was
also observed in 1995 [Münchow et al., 1999]. According to
the work of Weingartner et al. [1999], the absence of SCC
in 1995 was caused by a wind anomaly in summer 1995.
Weingartner et al. [1999] stated that “in a year when our
observations suggest that SCC was present, the August or
September winds were either highly variable or anomalously strong and from northwest.” Our Figure 5 clearly
indicates that the mean winds since April 1991 were from
the northwest, i.e., from the anomalous direction.
[47] Interestingly, our results indicate the existence of periodic zonal (east‐west or west‐east) flows along the northern
flank of the Herald Shoal (185°E–195°E and 71°N) and
along the eastern flank of the Hanna Shoal (197°E–201°E
and 71°N). The zonal character of these flows is controlled
by bottom topography [Spall, 2007], and their period of
oscillation (west or east prevailing direction) is determined by

3.2. Water Volume Balance in the Chukchi Sea
[48] Pacific water entering the CS via the Bering Strait
exits the CS along four basic pathways: Long Strait, Herald
Canyon, the Central Channel, and Barrow Canyon [Woodgate
et al., 2005a; Weingartner et al., 2005]. Since the model
domain covers only a small part of the Barrow Canyon,
we initially neglected this outflow and considered transports through the three sections across Long Strait, Herald
Canyon, and the section between Herald Shoal and Cape
Lisburne, respectively (Figure 1).
[49] The low‐pass filtered and the mean transports
through these sections and through Bering Strait are shown
in Figure 7. The reconstructed mean Bering Strait transport
was found to be 0.57 Sv, which is 0.23 Sv (or 29%) lower
than the mean transport estimate of 0.8 Sv obtained by
Woodgate et al. [2005a]. The disagreement between these
two estimates may be related to the fact that Woodgate et al.
[2005a] calculated the Bering Strait transport using velocity
at a single point near the bottom of the Bering Strait
Eastern Channel and a constant cross‐sectional area, while
our results take into account nonuniformity of the flow in
Bering Strait. The Bering Strait cross‐section area in SIOM
is 93% of the area utilized in the Woodgate et al. [2005a]
calculations (4.04 and 4.35 km2, respectively). The transport calculation method of Woodgate et al. [2005a] applied
to the reconstructed velocity produces the mean Bering
Strait transport of 0.82 Sv, which practically coincides with
the Woodgate et al. [2005a] estimate. Clement et al. [2005]
analyzed the mean climatologic state calculated as a 23 year
mean of the Pan‐Arctic model and tested the robustness of
the Bering Strait transport estimates obtained from a single
velocity observation location. They suggested that the
method utilized in several publications [e.g., Roach et al.,
1995; Woodgate et al., 2005b] overestimates the mean
Bering Strait transport by approximately 0.22 Sv, i.e.,
exactly by the same amount as the difference between our
results and Woodgate et al. [2005a], but it should be
remembered that this model has only 10 grid points across
the strait. However, we do not suggest that our estimate of
the Bering Strait transport is closer to reality than the results
of Woodgate et al. [2005a].
[50] Field observations indicate that the traditional estimates of the Bering Strait transport may actually underestimate the transport as they neglect approximately 0.1 Sv
transport of the seasonal Alaskan Coastal Current (ACC) in
the upper water column [e.g., Woodgate and Aagaard, 2005].
Both results from the Clement et al. [2005] model and from
our reconstruction employing the 4D‐var assimilating
approach have limited spatial resolution in the strait and may
fail reproducing this current reliably. A high‐resolution
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Figure 8. Time series of reconstructed heat transports
computed relative to −1.9°C through the (a) Bering Strait,
(b) Long Strait, (c) Herald Channel, and (d) between Herald
Shoal and Cape Lisburne. Solid lines represent 30 day cutoff low‐pass filtered transports; dashed lines depict unfiltered transports.
mooring array currently deployed in the Bering Strait should
resolve the issue.
[51] Our results indicate that the mean transport through
the eastern (U.S.) channel of the Bering Strait was larger by
0.21 Sv than the mean transport through the eastern channel
(0.18 Sv). The relative importance of the eastern channel
flow in the Bering Strait transport calculations was also
found by Woodgate et al. [2005a], who obtained estimates
of 0.3 and 0.5 Sv for 1990–1991 mean transports from the
western and eastern channels, respectively. This difference
is also seen by Panteleev et al. [2009], who conducted a
sensitivity study of circulation in the northern Bering Sea.
[52] Our results suggest that approximately half of the
Pacific water (0.33 Sv) outflow occurs between Herald
Shoal and Cape Lisburne. Analysis of the maps shown in
Figure 4 indicates that after passing Cape Lisburne this flow
splits into two branches and exits the CS through the Central
Channel and between Hanna Shoal and Icy Cape (Figure 1,
dashed lines). The mean transport through the Central
Channel (0.19 Sv) is not significantly larger than the
transport between Hanna Shoal and Icy Cape (0.14 Sv). The
flow between Herald Shoal and Cape Lisburne shows significant correlations with the Bering Strait transport (correlation 0.73), while its branches reveal only moderate
correlation of 0.64 and 0.54 with the Bering Strait transport.
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High correlation between the Bering Strait flow and outflow
through the Central Channel agrees well with the spatial
structure of the first EOF mode of the principal component
of velocity at each mooring presented by Woodgate et al.
[2005a].
[53] The mean transport through Herald Canyon is 0.23 Sv,
which is only 70% of the transport between Hanna Shoal and
Icy Cape. This estimate is close to 0.28 ± 0.06 Sv obtained
by Woodgate et al. [2005a]. The dominance of the flow
between Herald Shoal and Cape Lisburne over other pathways of Pacific water into the Arctic Ocean agrees with the
modeling results of Spall [2007], based on a high‐resolution
baroclinic model and contradicts the results of the barotropic
model employed by Winsor and Chapman [2004]. As in the
work of Woodgate et al. [2005c], we found that the flow in
Herald Canyon does not correlate with the Bering Strait
transport (correlation is 0.08) but is moderately correlated
(negatively) with the flow through Long Strait (−0.56). This
result is in agreement with the low correlation between
velocity in Herald Canyon and local wind reported by
Woodgate et al. [2005a]. Low correlation with the Bering
Strait transport indicates that the currents in Herald Canyon
could be influenced by the processes occurring (forced)
outside of the model domain (e.g., by periodic formation of
the anticyclonic circulation around Wrangel Island clearly
seen in the transport stream function for November–
December, March–June, and September in Figure 4).
[54] The mean flow through Long Strait was in both directions with transports −0.06 Sv (westward) and 0.05 Sv
(eastward) in the southern and northern parts of Long Strait,
respectively. The annual mean flow through Long Strait is
almost zero, as estimated by Woodgate et al. [2005a], while
Figure 7b indicates significant variability of the total transport through Long Strait. According to Figure 7b, the periods with dominant eastward or westward flow can easily
last as long as 60–100 days with transports of 0.5−1.0 Sv in
both directions. Obviously, these reversing transports may
result in significant water exchange between the East Siberian and CS seas and thereby strongly influence the local
ecosystems. For example, as we mentioned above, since
March 1991, the total flow through Long Strait was mostly
westward causing accumulation of the anomalously warm
(0.4°C) and saline water near the Siberian coast (Figure 6).
Our results reveal moderate (0.56) correlation between Long
Strait and Bering Strait transports likely because both SCC
and the Bering Strait transport are influenced by local winds.
Figures 7a and 7b show at least six events during October
1990 to February 1991 when the reverse (up to 2 Sv
southward) of the Bering Strait current coincides with the
strong (up to 1.5 Sv) inflow through Long Strait.
[55] The spatial structures of the principal component
(EOF) of the velocities at each mooring [Woodgate et al.,
2005a, Figure 3] do not show such correlation likely
because they lack data from the Long Strait inflow; their
EOFs are based on the ME2 mooring, which likely measures
the outflow through Long Strait flow as discussed above.
This shows one of the strengths of the 4D‐var; one mooring
near Wrangel Island does not allow one to reconstruct the
total transport through Long Strait, but the 4D‐var data
assimilation effectively projects the information from other
moorings to Long Strait by the dynamical constraints of the
SIOM.
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Table 1. Optimized Annual Mean Volume Transporta
Section

BS BSE BSW

LS

LSS LSN

HC

HS‐ HS‐ HS‐
CL HS IC

Transport, 0.57 0.39 0.18 −0.01 0.05 −0.06 0.23 0.33 0.19 0.14
Sv
a

Unit is in Sv. Through Bering Strait (BS) and its eastern (BSE) and
western (BSW) channels, Long Strait (LS), southern part of Long Strait
(LSS), northern part of Long Strait (LSN), Herald Canyon (HC),
between Herald Shoal and Cape Lisburne (HS‐CL), between Herald and
Hanna shoals (HS‐HS), and between Hanna Shoal and Icy Cape (HS‐IC).

Figure 9. Time series of reconstructed freshwater transports computed relative to a reference salinity of 34.8.
Transports through the (a) Bering Strait, (b) Long Strait,
(c) Herald Channel, and (d) between Herald Shoal and Cape
Lisburne are shown. Solid lines represent 30 day cutoff low‐
pass filtered transports, and dashed lines depict unfiltered
transports.
[56] Transports shown in Figure 7 have strong variability in
fall, winter, and early spring. In late spring (days 180–200),
the fluctuations of the currents decreased and a “calm” period
continued until August 1991 (days 270–300 in Figure 7).
Such behavior of the transports is in agreement with respectively strong and weak winds during corresponding months
(see Figure 5).
3.3. Heat and Salt Balance in the Chukchi Sea
[57] The heat and freshwater transports (Figures 8 and 9)
through the sections (1–4) (Figure 1) were calculated relative to freezing temperature, Tf = −1.9°C [see Woodgate et
al., 2005a] and mean arctic salinity of 34.8 [Aagaard and
Carmack, 1989]. The heat transports through the Bering
Strait, Herald Canyon, and between the Herald Shoal‐Cape
Lisburne exhibit a significant seasonal cycle with positive
northward heat transport in fall and summer.
[58] In winter, the heat transports through all sections are
negligibly small because the water temperature is close to
the freezing point. The clear seasonal temperature cycle and
conventionally northward throughflow via the CS result in
0.4–0.7 correlation coefficients (Table 3) between the heat
transport through the Bering Strait and other sections shown

in Figure 1. Surprisingly, we find no clear seasonal cycle in
the freshwater transport shown in Figure 9, possibly due to
smaller variability of salinity in the CS. The minimum and
maximum of the freshwater transport are in February and
August, respectively, i.e., in the months with the strongest
rates of freezing and melting of the ice. Interestingly, it
appears that the 4D‐var data assimilation system does reasonably reconstruct the variability of the freshwater transport even in the absence of the salinity data in the surface
layers of water. The correlation matrix for freshwater
transports (Table 3) is rather similar to the volume transport
correlation matrix, likely since, as discussed by Woodgate et
al. [2006], the freshwater transport variability is more
strongly driven by volume transport variability than by
salinity variability.
[59] However, the heat transport correlation matrix (Table 3)
is somewhat different. For example, the Herald Canyon heat
transport correlates positively with the heat transport between
Herald Shoal and Cape Lisburne, while correlation between
corresponding volume transports is negative. We speculate
that this correlation pattern is due to seasonal variability of
water temperature in the central and eastern parts of the CS,
which usually increases correlation.
[60] The maximum heat transport through Bering Strait
(Figure 8a) was at the beginning of October 1990 due to
strong northward currents and relatively warm waters during
this period. The mean heat transport during 1990–1991 was
1.49 × 1020 J yr−1 (Table 4). Taking into account that our
volume transport is only 72% of the transport estimated by
Woodgate et al. [2005a], we obtain that the “adjusted” heat
transport through Bering Strait in 1991 is 2.07 × 1020 J yr−1;
i.e., it is almost the same as the heat transport of 2.10 ×
1020 J yr−1 for 1991 estimated by Woodgate et al. [2006].
Table 2. Correlation Matrix of Simulated Currentsa
Sections
BS
LS
HC
HS‐CL
HS‐HS
HS‐IC

BS

LS

HC

HS‐CL

1
−0.56/−0.60 0.08/−0.20 0.73/0.71
−0.56/−.60 1
0.50/0.75
−0.31/
−0.60
0.08/−0.20 0.50/0.75
1
−0.37/
−0.70
0.73/0.71
−0.31/−0.60 −0.37/
1
−0.70
0.64
0.86
0.54
0.78

HS‐
HS

HS‐
IC

0.64 0.54

0.86 0.78
1
0.35
0.35 1

a
Via Bering Strait (BS), Long Strait (LS), Herald Canyon (HC), between
Herald Shoals and Cape Lisburne (HS‐CL), between Herald and Hanna
Shoals (HS‐HS), and between Hanna Shoal–Icy Cape (HS‐IC). Set of
two numbers shown in some nondiagonal cells presents the correlations
for unfiltered and 30 day cutoff low‐pass filtered currents, respectively.
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Table 3. Correlation Matrix for Reconstructed Low‐Pass Filtered
Heat and Salt Transporta
Section

BS

LS

HC

HS‐CL

BS
LS
HC
HS‐CL

1
−0.41
0.21
0.49

−0.40
1
0.54
−0.47

0.63
0.20
1
−0.57

0.70
0.44
0.12
1

a

Low‐pass filtered heat (bold, upper triangle) and salt (italic, bottom
triangle) transport through Bering Strait (BS), Long Strait (LS), Herald
Canyon (HC), and between Herald Shoal and Cape Lisburne (HS‐CL) at
zero time lag.

[61] The mean heat transport through Herald Canyon
and between Herald Shoal and Cape Lisburne was 0.73 ×
1020 J yr−1 and 0.60 × 1020 J yr−1 (Table 4). Thus, in contrast
to what we observed with the volume transport, Herald
Canyon is the major conduit for the heat export into the
Arctic Ocean; the mean annual transport through Herald
Canyon was approximately 20% higher than the heat transport between Herald Shoal and Cape Lisburne. We note,
however, that Woodgate et al. [2006] speculate that the
Alaskan Coastal Current may be an important part of the heat
flux into the Chukchi. Interestingly, the freshwater export
through the Central Channel is still smaller than the freshwater transport via Herald Canyon.
[62] We speculate that the smaller heat transport through
the Central Channel occurred due to strong winter cooling
near the Alaska coast. The winter cooling near the Alaska
coast can be also related to significant brine rejection in
polynyas and a water salinity increase [e.g., Weingartner et
al., 1998]. That may amplify/decrease the salt/freshwater
transport between Hanna Shoal and Icy Cape during the
winter and early spring periods.
[63] The heat transport through Long Strait (Figure 8a) is
almost constant year around and close to zero because of
relatively cold local temperatures in the western Chukchi
and East Siberian seas all year around. Note that the negative heat transport and positive salt transport through Long
Strait in July–September 1991 corresponds to the eastward
flow of the SCC discussed above (Table 1).
[64] Due to the similarity between the volume and freshwater transport correlation matrices (Tables 2, 3, and 4), the
temporal evolution of the freshwater/salt transports (Figure 9)
in general correlates positively/negatively with the volume
transport (Figure 7). There are some exceptions. For example,
the maximum freshwater transport through Bering Strait was
in August–September 1991, when the small increase of the
volume transport (Figure 7a) occurred simultaneously with
0.40 drop of salinity at mooring MA3 (Figure 1). The analysis
of salinity and velocity at mooring MA1 (as well as analysis
of the momentum balance presented below) reveals that this
Table 4. Optimized Mean Heat and Freshwater Transportsa
Section

BS

LS

HC

HS‐CL

Heat
Fresh water

1.49
1266

−0.05
−113

0.73
532

0.60
778

a
Mean heat (in 1020 J yr−1, relative to −1.9°C) and freshwater (km3 yr−1
relatively to reference salinity of 34.8) transports through Bering Strait
(BS), Long Strait (LS), Herald Canyon (HC), and between Herald Shoal
and Cape Lisburne (HS‐CL).

Figure 10. Trajectories of the particles launched in the
vicinity of Bering Strait at the beginning of (a) October
1990, (b) January 1991, and (c) April 1991.
was due to an increase of low‐saline water flow through the
eastern part of the Bering Strait.
3.4. Residence Time of the Pacific Water in the
Chukchi Sea
[65] To estimate the residence time of Pacific water in the
CS, we launched Lagrangian particles in the vicinity of
Bering Strait (Figure 10a) and calculated their trajectories
with a standard Runge‐Kutta fourth order accuracy algorithm [Roache, 1998]. The particles were launched at regular intervals every 30 days between 28 September 1990
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Figure 11. Fraction of number of particles (solid black line) launched in the Bering Strait and residing
in the regions 1 (black dotted), 2 (gray dashed), and 3 (gray dash‐dotted). The corresponding regions
are shown in Figure 1. The particles were launched at the beginning of (a) October, (b) November,
(c) December, (d) January, (e) February, and (f) March, as indicated by circles on the solid black lines.
Since only a small portion of particles exit through Long Strait, for convenience of presentation, the
fraction of particles residing in the region 1 is multiplied by 10. Arrows show the typical residence time of
the particles in the CS.
and 28 February 1991. Simulation results show that there is
a strong tendency for seasonal changes in the basic particle
routes (Figure 10). For example, most of the particles started
on 28 September 1990, exit the CS between Herald Shoal
and Cape Lisburne, while particles started in April exit the
CS through the Herald Canyon.
[66] Following the particles in each region (Figure 11)
allows us to estimate their residence time in the CS region
and the relative importance of the flows through Long Strait,
Herald Canyon, and between Herald Shoal and Cape Lisburne. For example, the fastest particles launched in the
vicinity of Bering Strait on 28 September (Figure 11a) leave
the CS about 2 months later almost simultaneously through
northern and eastern boundaries of our model (Central
Channel and Barrow Canyon). But it takes about 8 months
for particles from Bering Strait to exit through Long Strait.
The residence time of Pacific water (Figure 11) (estimated
as the time when 50% of the particles have left the CS)
varies strongly during the year as suggested by Woodgate et
al. [2005a]. The residence time was 150–160 days for the
particles started in October–November 1990, but it
increased up to 260 days for particles started in December.
Taking into account the weaker currents in late winter and
spring (Figure 4), we may expect even longer (1–1.5 years)
residence time for the particles that entered into the CS via
Bering Strait. The fraction of particles that move between

Herald Shoal and Cape Lisburne (dash‐dotted gray line in
Figure 11) is usually larger than the fraction transiting the
Herald Canyon (dashed gray line at Figure 11). Interestingly,
despite the persistent westward flow along the Siberian
coast, the number of particles reaching the ESS (region 1 at
Figure 1) is usually small, and it takes at least 6–7 months
for the fastest particles to travel from Bering Strait to Long
Strait.
[67] Long Strait is a potential gate for the flow from ESS
into the CS.
[68] Therefore, we conducted a similar particle study
starting in Long Strait (see Figures 12 and 13). Because of
the net westward flow through Long Strait, the majority of
these particles retroflect in the CS and return through Long
Strait into the ESS. Additionally, our study shows that water
from Long Strait can easily feed the northward flow through
Herald Canyon and under favorable conditions may even
exit the CS through the Central Channel or sometimes reach
Bering Strait (Figure 12a). Similarly to the Bering Strait
particles, there is a strong tendency for the Long Strait
particles to flow mostly westward during spring and summer
(Figure 13).
[69] Thus, particles entering the CS via Long Strait may
exhibit a variety of different behaviors. A particle launched
in Long Strait in April–July typically stays in the CS from 1
to 30 days and usually leaves the CS through Long Strait
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Figure 12. Trajectories of particles launched in the vicinity
of Long Strait at the beginning of (a) October 1990,
(b) January 1991, and (c) April 1991.

with the persistent westward flow. The other particles
originating in Long Strait may reside in the CS for up to
3–4 months. In this case, the particles usually exit through
Herald Canyon, but some particles reach Bering Strait.
3.5. Momentum Balance
[70] To provide an insight into the causes and mechanisms
of the CS water dynamics, we calculated spatial averages
of the various terms in the vertically averaged momentum
equations for the entire period of the reconstructed circulation
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(Figure 14). The west‐east and south‐north flow accelerations have the signs corresponding to the left hand side of
the equation. The pressure gradient force components due
to the sea surface slope and density anomaly (hereafter
referred to as barotropic and baroclinic pressure gradients,
respectively), Coriolis acceleration terms, surface and bottom stresses, and advective terms have the signs corresponding to the right‐hand side of the equation. As one
might expect, the geostrophic balance between the barotropic pressure gradient and the Coriolis force dominates for
most of the integration period. The annual mean amplitude
of the barotropic pressure gradient reaches values of
approximately 80 × 10−6 m s−2, while the typical amplitude
of the water acceleration term is less than 4 × 10−6 m s−2. In
the annual mean, the impact of the surface stresses is relatively small, and in average over the whole time period the
wind forcing does not exceed 5%–10% of the barotropic
pressure forcing. In a related study, Woodgate et al. [2005a]
show that while the mean velocity in the Bering Strait
system including winds is ∼30 cm/s, under zero wind conditions the velocity is 40 cm/s. This confirms conclusions
of previous studies [e.g., Shtokman, 1957; Coachman and
Aagaard, 1966] that local wind is not the dominant forcing of the quasi‐permanent component of the velocity in
the Bering Strait. There are however several occasions in
September–November (Julian days 270–330) when in the
absence of ice cover the surface stress term reached 20–50 ×
10−6 m s−2; i.e., the wind stresses were comparable with
the Coriolis and sea surface pressure gradient terms. A
similar balance was obtained by Spaulding et al. [1987],
who employed a barotropic model for the study of the
circulation in Bering Strait. In our model, the baroclinic
pressure terms have a time mean amplitude on the order of
2–3 × 10−6 m s−2. The baroclinic impact is small in winter
and spring but increases up to 5 × 10−6 m s−2 during the late
summer, beginning in the fall (Julian days 170–330) due to
seasonal changes in the local T&S fields. Both bottom
stress and advection terms are very small and do not play a
significant role in the time‐mean momentum balance.
[71] Spatial distribution of the geostrophic terms (Coriolis
term and sea surface pressure gradient) exhibits (Figure 15)
several distinct maxima. The clearly seen chain of maxima
with amplitudes larger than 20 × 10−6 m s−2 starts west of
the Diomede Islands then follows the path along the Central
Channel and continues toward the Barrow Canyon. This
chain coincides with an intense flow of Pacific water into
the Canada basin, indicating that the geostrophy plays an
important role in the Pacific water transport. Another maximum with amplitude more than 20 × 10−6 m s−2 is located
near Wrangel Island. The location of this maximum agrees
well with the periodic water inflow into the CS along the
eastern coast of Wrangel Island described above. We found
that geostrophic terms are higher during the summer and fall
probably due to the higher Bering Strait water transport
(Figure 14), but their spatial distribution is very similar for
all seasons. The impact of the surface stress is very uniform
and small (Figure 15c), the former obviously due to large
spatial scale of the wind forcing. Although, as we mentioned
above, the impact of the baroclinic pressure gradient on the
CS circulation is small, there are several regions where
baroclinic currents can be significant (Figure 15). The first
region is the east channel of the Bering Sea where the
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Figure 13. Same as Figure 11 but for the particles launched in Long Strait.

amplitude of the baroclinic term is about 10 × 10−6 m s−2,
i.e., almost 25% of the amplitude of geostrophic terms in
this region (Figures 15a and 15b). This likely relates to the
seasonal changes of the Alaskan Coastal Current [Woodgate
et al., 2005b]. The second region is located on the northern
flank of the Barrow Canyon where the annually averaged
amplitude of the baroclinic term is 30%–40% of the amplitude of the barotropic pressure gradient. In order to better
identify the regions where baroclinicity plays a significant
role, we calculated a ratio between the mean amplitudes of
the baroclinic pressure gradient and Coriolis terms and
averaged them annually, for summer‐fall, and for the winter
period. The baroclinicity (Figures 16a and 16b) is usually
important in the Bering and Long straits and in the Barrow
and Herald canyons, i.e., in the regions where different water
masses form local frontal zones. This forcing is usually rather
strong during the summer and fall, while in winter the baroclinic impact in the straits and canyons is usually 2–4 times
weaker due to strong cooling and mixing and general
homogenization of the water column. This results also in the
significant reduction of the horizontal density anomaly gradients (Figures 16b and 16c).
[72] There are also several maxima of the baroclinic and
Coriolis terms ratio along the Siberian coast near Cape
Lisburne and in the western part of the CS. These maxima
(Figures 16b and 16c) are 2–3 times stronger in winter than
in other seasons. According to the works of Cavalieri and
Martin [1994], Weingartner et al. [1998], and Martin et
al. [2004], there is a strong generation of cold and saline

water in the local permanent or quasi‐permanent polynyas in
these regions in winter.

4. Summary and Concluding Remarks
[73] The CS circulation was reconstructed from in situ
ocean and remotely sensed sea ice data for late September
1990–October 1991. The observations are processed by a
two‐step data assimilation algorithm where at the first step
the sea ice data are assimilated into a coupled ice‐ocean
model, PIOMAS, using nudging‐type data assimilation and
forced by NCEP/NCAR atmospheric fluxes. At the second
step, the ocean observations and PIOMAS ice‐ocean surface
fluxes are assimilated into an ocean only model, SIOM,
using a conventional 4D‐var data assimilation technique.
[74] The 1990 and 1991 years were characterized by a
cyclonic Arctic Ocean circulation regime [Proshutinsky and
Johnson, 1997] driven by winds of the reduced Arctic High
and expanded influence of the Icelandic minimum on the
arctic atmospheric circulation (high Arctic Oscillation
index) [see Thompson and Wallace, 1998].
[75] Our analysis of the reconstructed CS circulation patterns reveals a set of specific features of the CS circulation
for these years:
1. The dominance of the northward flow of Pacific water
into the Arctic Ocean between the Herald Shoal and Cape
Lisburne.
2. The occasional reversal of the Bering Strait flow due
to strong north and northeast winds.
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Figure 14. Time series of terms in the momentum balance of the CS water circulation in 1990–1991. The (a) east‐west and
(b) south‐north components of the momentum balance. The balance momentum terms are depicted as follows: acceleration,
dU/dT, dV/dT; barotropic pressure gradients, dSSH/dx, dSSH/dy; Coriolis, Cor; surface wind stresses, Taux, Tauy; horizontal baroclinic pressure gradient, dDen/dx, dDen/dy; bottom stresses, Bot Fr; and advection terms, Adv. Note that vertical
scales are different for different terms.
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Figure 15. Spatial distribution of the annual mean amplitude of momentum balance terms (in 10−6 m s−2).
(a) The distribution of the amplitude of the Coriolis term. (b) Amplitude of barotropic horizontal pressure
gradient. (c) Amplitude of the horizontal baroclinic pressure gradient. (d) Amplitude of the surface stress
term.
3. The occasional westward flow of the Siberian Coastal
Current along the CS and Siberian coasts and anticyclonic
circulation around Wrangel Island.
[76] Some of these features were observed and described
previously for other years and periods [e.g., Weingartner et
al., 1998; Münchow et al., 1999; Woodgate et al., 2005a],
based on the analysis of observational data from moorings,
drifters, and ship‐mounted ADCPs. However, our approach
in the current paper allowed us to analyze circulation patterns
and changes in the entire dynamical system where roles of
different factors can be assessed and causality of changes
quantified. Below we summarize our major findings:
4.1. Bering Strait Inflow
[77] A detailed analysis of the reconstructed ocean state
reveals that occasionally the summer increase of southward
winds does not always result in a decrease of the Bering
Strait transport. Analysis of the momentum balance suggests
that baroclinic forcing could be responsible for this phenomenon. Therefore, including realistic T&S fields in statistical models utilized for prediction of the Bering Strait
transport [e.g., Roach et al., 1995] should improve the
prediction of the Bering Strait transport during the summer
season. Our approach provides quantification of the trans-

port through the Bering Strait and along the pathways of
Pacific water in the CS. Interestingly, the obtained estimates
of the Bering Strait transport differ from estimates based on
velocity observations on one mooring, but our results are in
very good agreement with modeling results of Clement et al.
[2005], based on the multidecadal simulation with a Pan‐
Arctic numerical model. However, the spatial resolution of
both models (10 km) is still not sufficient to resolve the
relatively narrow Bering Strait; the recently deployed high‐
resolution mooring array should resolve the issue.
4.2. Long Strait Circulation
[78] We found that the mean annual transport through
Long Strait was only 0.01 Sv. On the basis of one deployed
mooring [Woodgate et al., 2005c], we estimate the outflow
through Long Strait at 0.1 Sv but note that this may be
balanced in volume by the southward flowing SCC. Our
results support this assumption. It is important that the
currents in Long Strait reconstructed by the 4D‐var
approach not only reflect the local observations but also take
into account nonlinear constraints and conservation lows
defined by the utilized ocean model. Despite a small mean
transport, the net flow through Long Strait varies significantly, and transports can be up to 1 Sv in either direction.
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Intense flow events (Figure 7) in Long Strait in 1990–1991
occurred in late fall and early winter, while in spring and
summer the total flow through Long Strait remained weak.
4.3. Heat and Salt Transports
[79] The obtained heat and freshwater transports in 1990–
1991 are close to the estimates of Woodgate et al. [2005a].
However, both the observational and model‐based numbers
should be treated with caution for at least two reasons. First,
there is an absence of real observations near the surface after
November 1990. Thus, vertical stratification is practically
defined by the climatologic background fields and our vertical mixing scheme but not by real T&S observations.
Second, the ocean model (SIOM) does not describe sea ice
dynamics. Instead, it assimilates the heat/salt fluxes between
the ice and ocean taken from the PIOMAS model. We
speculate that the PIOMAS ice‐ocean fluxes are more reasonable than the equivalent NCEP/NCAR data, but they still
may differ significantly from the reality because the PIOMAS model assimilates only ice data and is not adjusted to
oceanic observations.
4.4. Residence Time of Pacific Water in the
Chukchi Sea
[80] Using modeled Lagrangian particles, we found that
the residence time of Pacific water in the CS ranges between
150 and 260 days for the particles entering the CS in September and December 1990. This is in reasonable agreement
with a very simplistic estimate made by Woodgate et al.
[2005c]. Taking into account relatively high and persistent
northern flow through the Bering Strait in July and August
(Figure 7a), the residence time of Pacific water can be even
shorter (approximately 100–120 days). Unfortunately, we
do not have observations after September 1991 and cannot
investigate this process accurately.
4.5. Role of Different Factors in Chukchi Sea Dynamics
[81] The analysis of the momentum balance allows us to
quantify the relative impact of different dynamical processes
in the CS. Our results do not differ significantly from the
work of Spaulding et al. [1987] but reflect dynamics enforced by the assimilated data. In addition, our results provide observationally consistent estimates of the baroclinic
terms, while results of Spaulding et al. [1987] are based on a
barotropic model. We identified several regions where the
baroclinic effects are important. Interestingly, the geographical
location of these regions is very close to the regions with
intensive coastal freshwater flows (Alaskan Coastal Current,
Siberian Coastal Current) and/or polynyas near Cape Lisburne
and the Siberian coast, where strong salinification and convection might impact the baroclinic terms in the momentum
balance.
4.6. Concluding Remarks
[82] It is not surprising that a significant portion of our
results agrees well with Woodgate et al. [2005a]. This is
Figure 16. Time‐averaged fields representing the ratio of
the amplitude of the horizontal baroclinic pressure gradient
and the Coriolis term amplitude. Fields are averaged over
(a) 1 year time period, (b) summer and fall period, (c) and
winter time period.
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because both studies utilized essentially the same observations from moorings and hydrographic observations. We
think that the combined analysis of all available ocean, sea
ice, and atmospheric data allowed us to reproduce dynamically consistent patterns of the CS currents and to quantify
important features of the circulation in 1990–1991.
[83] We also conclude that our study demonstrates that the
4D‐var data processing technique is a useful tool for the
analysis of in situ observations because of its extreme
flexibility and ability to accumulate information from different sources and for its ability to fill data gaps with
dynamically consistent solutions.
[84] It is also important to note that the employed
approach has some weaknesses. One problem is the absence
of a sea ice component in the SIOM data assimilation system. Instead, we assimilated sea ice data into the PIOMAS, a
model that does not include assimilation of oceanic and
atmospheric data. This approach resulted from significant
problems with the development of conventional 4D‐var data
assimilation into the strongly nonlinear sea ice model.
[85] To address this issue, we plan to apply a recently
developed reduced space ensemble 4D‐var data assimilation
algorithm [Yaremchuk et al., 2009] for the ice model and
couple it with our ocean model.
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